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Welcome to the CRIEC Mentoring Program
This program is a powerful yet simple employment
strategy that connects internationally trained
professionals (ITPs) with the Canadian workforce
through mentoring.

CRIEC is here to support your efforts. Resources
such as this handbook have been created so your
mentoring partnership is professional, productive
and rewarding.

While helping ITPs gain job search strategies,
build professional networks and acquire the tools
necessary to secure employment in their field of
expertise, Calgary Region Immigrant Employment
Council (CRIEC) also helps Calgary employers
access the skilled and experienced employees they
need to meet business objectives and compete at a
global level.

We believe you will find the mentoring strategies to
be a great opportunity to develop professionally
and personally, to hone your leadership/coaching
skills and provide valuable cross-cultural insight in
a real life setting. This volunteering activity is also
an opportunity to become a champion of change
within your organization – and by extension, within
Calgary.

Participating mentors – like you – also receive an
opportunity to build and develop important soft
skills including providing feedback, questioning,
active listening, communicating and building
rapport, among others. These skills are like a muscle
and must be exercised. In doing so, mentors become
more effective managers and leaders both within
their own organizations and as professionals in
corporate Calgary.

Thank you for participating as a mentor. Enjoy the
journey!
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Becoming a Mentor
Mentors like you are professionals with a combination of knowledge and business experience who are
willing to invest in a supportive, professional partnership with a mentee.

Mentors help their mentees:

Mentees look to their mentors to:
• B e consistent and dependable
• Assist him or her in thinking through issues
• Encourage him or her to take initiative
• Be open minded
• E ncourage a mutually-fulfilling learning
experience
• Provide and discuss options
Additionally, mentees look
to you for a sense of humour
about yourself and life.
Mentoring partnerships last
anywhere from 1 to 4 months
and usually consist of weekly
meetings. You will meet with
your mentee a minimum
of 4 times to a maximum
of 16 weekly meetings of
- Winston Churchill
1-1.5 hours. You and your
mentee together will decide
what works best for your
partnership. If you are unable
to meet in person every week, try to connect
between meetings, and you may wish to schedule
each meeting for a little longer. To connect between
meetings consider other meeting and multimedia
options (phone, email or video chat).

• Develop professional networks and job search
strategies
• Understand their profession in a Canadian context
• Become familiar with industry and occupationspecific information
Many mentors say that through this process they
learn as much as their mentees do and develop
approaches and behaviours
that enrich their day-to-day
skills.
Mentoring is a two-way
learning relationship. For the
partnership to be successful,
you and your mentee must
commit to making time for
one another, taking into
account the needs and
schedules of both of you.

We make a living
by what we get;
we make a life by
what we give.

Becoming a Mentor
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What is a Successful Mentoring Partnership?
Mentoring partnerships advance in different ways
depending on the needs and circumstances of
each mentee. Three key areas of growth include:
developing job search strategies, networking and
adapting to the Canadian workplace culture.

Mentoring Goals

The table below shows a typical progression of
most mentees in each of these three areas. Keep in
mind, not all mentees start in the same place, nor
do they develop in all areas at a uniform pace. The
key is simply to make progress.

Possible Outcomes of a Successful Mentoring Partnership
(This ongoing growth and development process will vary for each participant)

Outcomes Step 1

Outcomes Step 2

Outcomes Step 3

Job Search
Strategies

• Enhanced job search
skills
• Targeted work options
• Enriched understanding
of Canadian labour
market
• Understand job
opportunities that would
utilize transferable skills
• Improved understanding
of behavioural
interviewing
• Enriched understanding
of applicable
professional
accreditation or
certification

• Improved résumé
• Improved cover letter
• Identified organizations
where mentee skills would
be an asset
• Identified transferable skills
• Increased comfort with
interview process in general
• Prepared for behavioural
interviews with a couple of
STARS examples (situation /
task(s) / action(s) / result /
strategies)
• Enhanced understanding
of technical similarities and
differences of their industry
in Canada relative to former
home
• Identified accreditation /
certification requirements for
occupation

• Increased ability to customize • Understand the importance
résumé and cover letter to
of continuous learning after
target position
employment is secured
• Engaged in active targeted
• Secured a position in
job search
professional field utilizing
• Identified related
as much of their education
occupations that can utilize
and years of experience as
transferable skills
possible
• Attained one to two
interviews
• Increased understanding
of their role in industry and
sector
• Increased understanding
of professional designation
process (where applicable)
• Registered in applicable
courses

Networking

• Increased understanding
of the importance of
networking
• Increased understanding
of how to network
• Made plan to develop
professional network
• Increased professional
network of contacts

• Discussed importance of
LinkedIn
• Enriched understanding of
the value of volunteering as
a networking tool
• Attained knowledge of and
introduction to professional
associations (where
applicable)
• Built awareness of social
events with networking
opportunities (e.g.
children’s school, community
association, etc.)
• Developed a list of contacts
(at least 15) to initiate
informational meetings

• Developed a professional
• Established network of
LinkedIn profile
professionals in field of
• Participated in one to two
expertise
volunteering activities
• Feel confident in identifying
• Attended a professional
and taking advantage of
association event
networking opportunities
• Attended at least one social/ • Understand how to market
community event
oneself
• Completed (at least three)
informational meetings

Canadian
Workplace
Culture/
Communication

• Improved understanding
of Canadian workplace
culture
• Enhanced professional
communication
• Increased selfconfidence

• Developed SMART goals
• Implemented career plan
leading to career action
• T ook responsibility and
plan
initiated steps in job search
• Identified resources
process
for continual language
• Recognize similarities and
improvement
differences in workplace
• Improved communication
culture
skills (phone/ email/
workplace interactions)
• Apply technical language
when describing professional
experience

What is a Successful Mentoring Partnership?

• Increased understanding of
workplace culture
• Understand how to maintain
and advance career
• Feel good about own
identity and competence,
and are confident about how
skills fit into the Canadian
workplace
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The Mentoring Partnership Agreement
Set out your mutual expectations at the beginning of the mentoring partnership. This helps to establish a
business-like framework for the partnership and invites good discussion. Experience has shown that clarifying
expectations at the start of the partnership leads to a more successful mentoring partnership, and doing this
will help you make the most of your time together.

Recipe for a Successful Mentoring
Partnership

Agree on How You Will Work
Together

A meeting to discuss your Mentoring Partnership
Agreement should contain certain elements:
Benefits: What constitutes a productive partnership
for both of you?
Expected outcomes: What do you both want to get
out of the mentoring partnership?
Approach: How can you best work together to build
a successful mentoring partnership?
Flexibility: What happens when something in the
partnership does not go as planned?

Together, mentors and mentees are responsible for
making decisions that include:
•M
 eeting schedules (regular meetings are
recommended)
•M
 eeting duration and location
• F requency and nature of contact between
meetings (e.g. email/phone correspondence and
response times)
• Notes and assignments
• Interruptions to mentorship to be permitted (e.g.
vacation or work travel)
•Setting professional boundaries
• How to provide honest feedback
•H
 ow to deal with disagreements
•H
 ow to handle anything that may impede growth
and development
•C
 onfidentiality of meeting discussions
•W
 ho will contact the CRIEC team if there is a
change to the partnership
Your mentee is encouraged to accommodate
meeting times and locations that are most
convenient for you. Thank you for volunteering
your time to support your mentee, and choosing to
balance this with other personal and professional
commitments.

I don’t know
what your destiny
will be, but one
thing I do know;
the ones among
you who will be
really happy are
those who have
sought and found
how to serve.
- Albert Schweitzer

The Mentoring Partnership Agreement
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Clarifying Expections
Please discuss the following
expectations during the signing
of the Mentoring Partnership
Agreement.
• Treat each other with respect and sensitivity.
• Conduct the partnership as professional rather
than social.
• Agree to how and when you will communicate with
each other.
• Clarify and establish professional boundaries.
• Take the mentoring partnership seriously by
striving to meet all commitments.
• Focus your partnership on exchanging insight into
the Canadian workplace.
• Your responsibilities do not include finding your
mentee a job, providing job shadowing, training or
tutoring, or finding a work experience placement
for him or her.

•Y
 our mentee is expected to ensure he or she has
your permission before using you as a reference.

Professional Etiquette
• Ask your mentee to set a meeting agenda
•M
 ake sure your mentee to come prepared for
meetings with questions ready
• Complete action items for next meeting
• Practise active listening skills
• Be open minded

Tip

Recommended Readings

Give clear, authentic and helpful
feedback.

Personal Coaching for Results
by Lou Tice
Power Mentoring
by Ellen Ensher/Susan Murphy
The Heart of Coaching
by Thomas G. Crane

Clarifying Expectations
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Managing the Process
The Mentoring Program is focused on understanding
and meeting the needs of internationally trained
professionals. Approaches to looking for work may
vary greatly from one country to another. Mentees
come with strong professional backgrounds and
knowledge of how to secure employment in their
country of origin, but may face new challenges in
Canada because they are unaware of the nuances
of seeking employment here. Not only does every
place have its own work search norms; each
profession or sector also has its own local job search
culture and practices.
As a mentor, you can offer valuable support in this
area, especially if you think carefully about the
things you may take for granted about conducting
an effective job search in Canada. For example,
don’t assume that mentees know the importance
of networking or which job boards or recruiters
are the appropriate ones for their occupation. The
mentoring partnership is an excellent opportunity
to share information specific to looking for a job
in your field. Since your mentee is the one looking
for work, it should be up to him or her to take the
lead in setting goals and meeting agendas for your
partnership.
The benefits of having mentors in their field talk
about the sector and point mentees in the right
direction for more information are invaluable.
Mentors’ insights can help mentees reduce the time it
would take them to start working in their field.

Mentors can help mentees learn
about their field in the following
areas:
• Industry trends, market trends, types of employers,
major employers
• J ob title implications – duties, expectations, level
of experience required, type of qualifications
required, where the job fits in the organizational
structure
•A
 ccess to the profession – credentials and their
value, certification, licensure, formal codes of
practice, major professional associations or
regulatory bodies
• Career paths and career progression
• P ractices, processes, tools and methods used on the
job
• “ Culture” of the profession, including unwritten
practices that come with experience, e.g. industryspecific jargon, sector-specific terminology, how to
organize a particular task, how to present data,
etc.
•G
 eneral Canadian workplace cultural norms and
context, and workplace sub-culture
• Publications for research and networking
• Networking guidance and support
•H
 ow to negotiate a contract: an insight into salary
levels and benefits or resources to obtain more
information

Tip
Listen empathetically and actively to understand both the content and the emotion
involved in the message.

Managing the Process
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Those whom we
support hold us
up for life.
- Marie Ebner von Eschenbach

This discussion can be beneficial for both sides. It is
an opportunity for mentors to:
• Learn about how the same profession may be
similar or different abroad, and how the industry
operates globally
• Hear about good practices and innovative
approaches
• Gain insight into some of the adaptation
difficulties faced by newcomers
• Improve interaction and collaboration with skilled
immigrant employees/peers
• Brush up on your own knowledge about
professional associations, news and events

•M
 ake every effort to understand the unique
challenges your mentee faces. Familiarize yourself
with the scope of his or her professional life and
the issues being grappled with.
• Be honest. Practise saying what you mean.
• Look for and reinforce your mentee’s strengths.
To get the most out of your meetings, consider the
following:
1. Ask your mentee to set an agenda for each
meeting, even if you depart from it when a
different priority develops.
2. Discuss your mentee’s learning preferences with
him or her.
3. Help your mentee understand your mentoring
style.
4. At the end of each meeting, talk about what was
helpful and the next action steps.
If, during the course of your mentoring partnership,
you and your mentee decide that one or both of
you would benefit from some added training or
support in a particular area, contact the CRIEC
team.

Tips for Mentors
• Be curious. Learn about your mentee’s professional
experience to identify areas that he or she could
develop in or find ways to expand his or her
knowledge and understanding of the Canadian
workplace culture, industry and/or profession.
• Give your mentee the bigger picture: describe
how roles are typically arranged within a
company’s organizational structure.
• Share relevant articles, publications and websites.
• Share information about industry networking
events, professional associations and conferences.
Consider inviting your mentee to attend an event
with you.
• Help your mentee to arrange informational
interviews with colleagues.
• Share what you do to keep your own knowledge
and skills up-to-date in your field.

Managing the Process

Tip: Where to Meet
When setting your mentoring
meetings, consider:
• You may wish to meet somewhere
like a food court where you can sit
without buying something.
• Neither you nor your mentee is
expected to purchase food or drinks
for each other.
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Professional Communication

Handling Roadblocks

Utilize your mentoring partnership to discuss
professional communication in the Canadian
workplace. This can be a sensitive and challenging
area, but it is an important one.

Mentoring is a powerful connection between
two people. Over the course of your mentoring
partnership, you may experience some roadblocks.

Communication Tips for Mentors
• Build rapport and trust – this will enable you to
provide constructive feedback.
• Be mindful of your mentee agreeing to something
without understanding for fear of being
embarrassed to show that he or she has not
understood.
• Monitor your own speech. Use different levels of
language and paraphrase in order to enrich your
mentee’s vocabulary, if required.
• Use idiomatic expressions in context, and check
that your mentee understands the meaning.
• Always remember to highlight your mentee’s
communication strengths and relate them to success
in the workplace.
• Be mindful of different ways English is spoken in
different regions/countries and remember that
different isn’t necessarily wrong. In Canada’s
diverse workplaces, adjusting to different
communication styles and types of English is a twoway street.

Issues and Possible Solutions
Some possible issues that may arise during your
mentoring partnership are listed with suggestions
on how to deal with them. You may never encounter
any of these concerns, but if you do, there are
tips here that may support you in handling them.
Remember you may always contact any member
of the CRIEC team for support. Fellow mentors/
mentees may also have useful strategies to share.

Tip: Types of Questions
Investigative questions (get the facts):
What? When? Where?
Discovery questions (stimulate thought):
	What do you think about…?
What are your alternatives?
Empower questions (push for action):
	What outcomes are you after?
What is your first step?

Tip
Ask questions before jumping in with ready answers.
Managing the Process
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Punctuality
“My mentee always arrives at least 15 minutes late
for our scheduled meetings. What should I do?”
• Agree upfront on what should be done if either
party is going to be late.
• Discuss cultural differences around time and how
lateness is perceived in the Canadian context.
• Remind your mentee that rescheduling, ahead of
time, is an option.
• Refer back to your Mentoring Partnership
Agreement and the expectations you both
agreed to.
• Be aware that different cultures and workplaces
have different orientations to time, and discuss
what is considered appropriate behaviour in the
Canadian workplace.
• Explain workplace norms and the implications of
tardiness in the context of Canadian workplace
culture.
• Contact the CRIEC team if further support is
needed.

Level of Support Needed
“My mentee’s business writing skills are problematic.”
•Discuss your concerns with your mentee.
• Discuss how the issue affects the goals of your
work together and your mentee’s job readiness. If
necessary, review your priorities and redirect your
efforts.
• Consult the CRIEC team to discuss language
services, support or referrals.

Unrealistic Expectations
“My mentee asked me to find him a job.”
“My mentee keeps asking me to share my own
contacts or introduce him or her to my colleagues.”
• Take time out to clarify roles as per the orientation
and the handbook.
• Review your mentoring goals and what you
agreed the partnership is about. Politely bring the
discussion back on track.
• Remind your mentee that your first priority

Managing the Process

“Outstanding leaders
go out of their way to
boost self-esteem of
their personnel.If people
believe in themselves,
it’s amazing what they
can accomplish.”
- Sam Walton

together is building a relationship of trust.
•D
 iscuss with your mentee that your role as mentor
is to strategize with your mentee to build his or her
own network.
• E xplain to your mentee that you need to get to
know your mentee and his or her skills before you
can make a referral to your contact, and that you
need a reason to make that referral.
•G
 et the support of the CRIEC team if you are
unsure how to deal with the situation.

Changes to My Availability
“A new project at work is taking up more time than
anticipated.”
• L et your mentee know if the coming period will be
especially busy.
•D
 iscuss with your mentee what other options may
accommodate both of you: meeting for longer
every other week rather than shorter meetings
every week, or have discussions by phone/email in
between face-to-face meetings.
•A
 ssess whether or not current demands on your
time allow you to continue to commit to the
mentoring partnership. If not, your partnership
may be paused for a few weeks, but you must
contact the CRIEC team first.
•C
 ontact the CRIEC team about any changes to
your partnership or for more support.
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Changes to My Mentee’s
Availability
“My mentee started a part-time job and is no longer
as available to meet with me.”
• Remind your mentee that he or she must let the
CRIEC know about any changes to his or her
availability
• Assess your mentee’s new availability with your
own to see if it will allow you to continue to
commit to the partnership. Remember you are not
expected to meet with your mentee evenings or
weekends.
• Talk to your mentee about how this limitation
affects your partnership.
• If your and your mentee’s availability is no longer
compatible, please contact the CRIEC team to
discuss other options.

Prioritizing the Partnership
“My mentee never calls me back.”
“I sent three emails and I haven’t received an answer
yet.”
“My mentee canceled our meeting at the last minute
twice.”
• In your first meeting, communicate and agree to
how long it might take you to return calls and
emails.
• Be forgiving.
• Discuss the expectations you have of your mentee.
Are they realistic?
• Does your mentee have any other commitments
that could be affecting your meetings?

Managing the Process

• If issues around responsiveness persist, refer back
to the Mentoring Partnership Agreement and
discuss how the expectations you both agreed to
are not being met.
• Contact the CRIEC team for support.

Dealing with Emotional Reactions
If you invite your mentee to talk about his or
her feelings, there may be times when delicate
situations present themselves. To deal with emotional
reactions, follow these guidelines:
•A
 cknowledgement: “I can see this is upsetting for
you.”
• E mpathy: “I can understand why you would feel
upset.”
• Invite dialogue: “Would you like to talk about this
now?”
• Listen.
• Provide appropriate support.
• S uggest other resources if and when appropriate
to do so.
•U
 se empowerment: “What would YOU like to do
about it?”
Often, simply listening is all that is required.
Allow your mentee the opportunity to work out the
problem for himself/herself.
If you require any assistance, contact the CRIEC
team.
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Cross-Cultural Awareness
For a new immigrant arriving in Canada,
securing employment is a top priority. Learning to
understand the complexities of cultural dynamics in
a multicultural city is paramount. In the workplace
in particular, it can make or break an immigrant’s
opportunities.
Intercultural understanding is often challenging
due to the differences in verbal and non-verbal
communications in various parts of the world.
Some of the factors that come into play include
misinterpretation of terminology or body language,
false assumptions, xenophobia or discomfort with
certain cultural behaviours or habits, or cultural
insensitivity due to lack of knowledge.
Cultural differences can vary widely in how they
manifest themselves. Differences in attire and their
significance, or the meaning behind what appears to
be a simple physical gesture are just two examples.
In one culture, taking initiative is considered an
attribute; in another, it is a sign of aggression.
Two primary differences between western business
culture and that of other countries have to do with
the concepts of teamwork and time.
Unlike western culture, many other cultures are
collectivist: teamwork is valued over individualism.
In some countries, a previously arranged meeting
time is considered a guideline rather than a specific
commitment.
Overcoming cultural differences involves awareness,
knowledge and skills.

Cross-Cultural Awareness

People will forget
what you said,
people will forget
what you did, but
people will never
forget how you
made them feel.
- Maya Angelou

Awareness
Be aware that behaviour reflects cultural norms that
may be different from your own.

Knowledge
Getting to know and understand what these cultural
differences are will help your mentee integrate into
the Canadian workplace environment.

Skills
Work with your mentee to apply awareness and
knowledge in: learning effective communication,
having a positive outlook and practising nonjudgmental listening.
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In this mentoring partnership, both you and your
mentee are embarking on a voyage of discovery.
Your mentee will benefit from learning the nuances
of Canadian work culture, and you will gain from
learning about the richness of another culture.
You can provide insight into generic workplace
cultural norms in Canada and the culture of the
mentee’s chosen field, though of course each
workplace is unique. Your mentee will be able to
provide insights that will assist you in being more
effective in a diverse work environment.
You and your mentee can share information about
workplace cultural norms in any of the following
topics:
• What employers value, expect and reward at the
employment level for which your mentee is aiming
•Expectations around punctuality and attendance
• Expectations about reporting and accountability,
taking initiative, working independently,
participation in and contribution to team
discussions
• Workplace hierarchy and norms around
interaction with peers, supervisors, employees
and clients/customers; norms around formality/
informality
• Management styles
• Performance evaluation and feedback
• Meeting etiquette
• The first day on the job or orientation
• Policies and procedures
• Business writing norms

Cross-Cultural Awareness

•U
 nwritten rules about how things are done, e.g.
business jargon, what tasks take priority, how
to write a project brief, how to present data/
information
• Career paths and career progression

Tips for Mentors
• B e curious. The more you learn about your
mentee’s experience of different workplace
cultures, the easier it will be to identify areas
and behaviours that your mentee may need to
develop.
• E xplore what it means to be culturally competent
and why companies have developed Diversity and
Inclusion Policies.
• B ring information, articles, publications and
websites on workplace culture which may be of
interest to your mentee.
• P ut yourself in your mentee’s shoes as you go
through your workweek. Events and actions that
you have taken for granted may take on a new
meaning. Share your insights with your mentee.
• S hare some experiences you had while you were
adjusting to a new workplace.
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Goal Setting
Setting Smart Goals
Setting goals for your mentoring partnership will
help both you and your mentee get the most from
this experience. Your mentee should take the lead in
setting goals, and together you can develop these
into SMART goals. Refer to page 5 for mentoring
outcomes that may assist in setting the mentoring
goals.

Here is a way to help your mentee establish SMART
goals:

S – Specific
Goals need to be clearly understood and easy
to remember. A vague goal is unlikely to be
accomplished. A complex goal may need to be
broken down into smaller goals to ensure success.

M – Measurable
It helps to determine success if you have some way
to measure it, and you know how you want to get
there. “I will achieve (insert objective) by (insert
date).”

Nothing is more
terrible than
activity without
insight.
- Thomas Carlyle

A – Achievable
Impossible goals guarantee failure. To ensure
success, make your goals realistic and achievable.

R – Realistic
State your goals in terms of expected outcomes.
Define the tasks to achieve your goal.

T – Time-bound
Deadlines help you stay focused and avoid
procrastination. Long-term goals may be broken
down into several short-term goals.

Goal Setting
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The Grow Model
The GROW Model of Mentoring is a structured
approach to setting goals that can be developed
over a number of mentoring sessions. Keep in mind
that the process can be adapted to meet your
working style as well as your mentee’s. Remember
to celebrate milestones – big and small.

G – Goals
To help build momentum and a sense of confidence
in your mentee, it is important to help your mentee
establish goals that are specific, measurable,
achievable, realistic and time-bound.
Encourage your mentee to set goals and write them
down so he or she can keep track of progress and
identify any possible barriers to achieving these
goals.
Micro-actions are also a great way to get moving
towards an outcome without leaving your mentee
feeling overwhelmed.
You might want to brainstorm with your mentee a
list of potential barriers that might hinder his or her
progress. For each identified barrier, come up with
potential solutions.
Below is a list of probing questions to help your
mentee develop his or her goals:
• What do you want to achieve through this
mentoring partnership?
• What are your goals for that timeframe (SMART
goals)?
• What do you hope to achieve through these
goals?

Goal Setting

R – Reality
Give your mentee an opportunity to tell his or her
story and reflect on his or her current circumstances.
Ask...
•W
 hat is the context of your current situation?
(Reality check)
• Tell me some more about that… (Reflection)
•W
 hat has stopped you from reaching this goal so
far? (Barriers)
•W
 hat can you do to remove some of the barriers?
(Solutions)
•D
 o you know anyone who has achieved this goal?
(Role modeling)
• What can you learn from them? (Inspiration)

O – Options
Brainstorm options with your mentee. Ask…don’t
tell. Empower, ensure choice and give examples
of how your mentee can move towards his or her
goals; share what has worked in the past from your
experience.
• What could you do as a first step?
• What else could you do?
• What would happen if you did nothing?
• What has worked in the past?
• What do you need to change?
• Who can support you in making this change?
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W – What’s next

Together you can:

Help your mentee formulate and write an action
plan.
• What steps do you need to take?
• What are you going to do?
• How can I help you in moving forward?

• E xplore transferable skills and alternative career
options (if relevant).
•D
 iscuss career options with your mentor that you
might not otherwise have considered.
• Shed light on the pros and cons of different career
options.
•D
 iscuss possible rewards and challenges of the
chosen career direction.
• Work on an action plan.
Some mentees will make a smooth transition into
their field of choice, some will take a longer
route and others will embark on a new direction.
The mentoring partnership can provide insight,
strategies and support for what follows.

Reviewing Career Goals
It can be difficult to set specific career goals if a
person does not have a complete understanding of
the profession as it is practised here and has not
had the opportunity to speak with people who work
in the field.
Your critical assessment of your mentee’s career
goals may lead to the identification of barriers,
professional development needs and/or alternative,
yet comparable career choices. Take time to
conduct a “reality check” of your mentee’s shortterm and long-term career goals. What are the
assumptions and rationale behind them?
Do your mentee’s “assets” match the career
choice? Like all job seekers, newcomers sometimes
underestimate (or inflate) their potential. You may
agree that your mentee is absolutely on the right
track, or you may suggest alternative career paths
for your mentee to consider that will help to meet
his or her goals. Work together to assess your
mentee’s career goals and aspirations, and the best
ways to achieve them.

Setting your career goals may include:
• Changing or confirming the kinds of positions
which your mentee would like to target in his or
her job search
• Identifying professional development needs and
lining up options
• Identifying and considering alternatives to your
mentee’s first career choice, if necessary
• Developing a short-term strategy for securing
employment and aligning it with a long-term
strategy for achieving career goals
• Developing strategies for transfer to a new
industry, sector or occupation, if necessary

Goal Setting

Together you can:
•D
 ifferentiate between short and long-term career
goals
• Identify steps that can be taken to reach these
goals and assign milestones; for example,
volunteer work, certification or courses
• S trategize how to overcome challenges and
barriers
• P lan the transition period between careers, for
example, working at one job while taking courses
to prepare for another
•D
 iscuss each of your own career paths to date.
Were they linear? If not, how did you make the
transition from one to another?
•A
 nalyze jobs opportunities to identify their
immediate benefits and potential opportunities
barriers.
• P lan the transition period between careers, for
example, working at one job while taking courses
to prepare for another.
•A
 sk your mentor about his or her own career paths
to date. Were they linear? If not, how was the
transition made from one to another?
•A
 nalyze job opportunities to identify their
immediate benefits and potential opportunities.
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Your First Meeting
Building a relationship of trust and respect with your
mentee is the first priority in the mentoring process.
By taking this approach, you will create a rapport
through which the real needs of your mentee can be
expressed and an environment in which his or her
unique style of learning can be fostered.
For your first meeting, here are some suggestions to
help you get started:

What to talk about:
• What do you hope to get from mentorship?
• Describe growing up in your country. What was it
like?
• What is your cultural background and work
history?
• Have you ever been in a mentoring partnership?
• What did you learn from this experience?
• What must be in place for our partnership to be
successful?

Tasks to complete at this time:
• R ead and sign the Mentoring Partnership
Agreement (and exchange contact information)
• R eview the Code of Conduct together with the
Mentoring Partnership Agreement
•A
 sk your mentee to review the goals with you that
he or she brought in during the mentee assessment
•D
 iscuss the order of priorities of mentoring (e.g.
whether to cover interviews or networking first)
•D
 iscuss logistics, ease of getting to a meeting
location, what to do if a meeting is canceled at
the last minute
•O
 ptional: Bring a cultural item (to show and discuss
to deepen cultural understanding)
• Schedule your next meeting

Tip
Review your partnership periodically to evaluate what is working and what is not.

Your First Meeting
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Roadmap Month One:

Mentee Assessment and Job Search Activities
Meeting #1: Building the Partnership
• See “Your First Meeting,” page 18 of your handbook
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #2: Identifying Career and Education Goals
• Review action items from last meeting
• Review the goals mentee set when joining CRIEC
• Decide on mentoring goals (refer to page 5 for some mentoring outcomes and pages 16-18 for goal setting)
• Clarify strategies for achieving career and education goals and form an action plan
• Explore relevant industry or professional certification or licensing requirements
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #3: Job Search Strategies
• Review action items from last meeting
• Continue reviewing career goals
• Review the concept of time and punctuality in the Canadian workplace
• Discuss job search activities in mentee’s home country
• Compare job search strategies in Canada and make suggestions (see page 5 for examples of Job Search
Strategies)
• Perform an initial assessment of mentee’s résumé
• Ask mentee to bring job postings to your next meeting for review
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #4: Job Search Strategies (Continued)
• Review action items from last meeting
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Review job postings and advertisements
• Review employment contracts (permanent, independent contractor and project-based)
• Discuss salary ranges and salary expectations
• Explore when and how to negotiate salary
• Invite mentee to showcase his or her work (if available); offer feedback of how this translates to the Canadian
workplace
• Discuss volunteerism in Canada and compare this to mentee’s home country
• Set next meeting date and location

Roadmap Month One
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Roadmap Month Two:

Employer Contact and Networking
Meeting #5: Learning and Development
• Review action items from last meeting
• Explore professional development opportunities related to your field
• Discuss relevant courses or upgrading for mentee to consider
• Recommend journals/publications relevant to mentee’s professional interests
• Review industry specific language/terminology
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #6: Networking and LinkedIn
• Review action items from last meeting
• Debate the importance of networking and share networking experiences
• Consider the importance of having an appropriate LinkedIn account
• Share ideas about professionally connecting with people on LinkedIn
• Examine the importance of having one’s LinkedIn profile match his or her résumé
• Discuss strategies for building partnerships with potential employers (within and outside of LinkedIn)
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #7: Networking Overview
• Review action items from last meeting
• Brainstorm networking opportunities
• Review mentee’s contact list and networking activities
• Examine the responses/feedback mentee has received
• Evaluate networking practices to improve outcomes
• Explore professional associations mentee might join to enhance networking opportunities
• Set a networking goal and action plan
• Discuss the use of appropriate small talk and business card exchange practices
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #8: Informational Interviews
• Review action items from last meeting
• Review mentee’s list of 5-10 targeted informational interview questions
• Discuss the purpose of informational interviews (one-time meetings to seek career advice)
• Conduct mock informational interview; provide feedback
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Tip
Complete the Mentoring Assessment tools at the end of the Mentee Handbook at the midpoint of your partnership,
whenever you and your mentee decide that point is. The roadmap is to be used as a guide only. The areas that you
and your mentee focus on will depend on your mentee’s learning needs.

Roadmap Month Two
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Roadmap Month Three:
Networking and Interviews

Meeting #9: Networking Strategies
• Review action items from last meeting
• Brainstorm networking opportunities
• Consider a networking practice opportunity (e.g. attending networking event or introducing mentee to your
colleagues)
• Offer feedback on mentee’s networking interactions
• Discuss the importance of continuing to network throughout one’s career path
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #10: Telephone Interviews
• Review action items from last meeting
• Discuss do’s and don’ts of telephone interviews and voice messaging
• Conduct mock/practice sessions on telephone interviews, emails and voicemail messaging, and give feedback
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Optional: Set up and conduct a mock telephone interview

Meeting #11: Interview Review/Preparation
• Review action items from last meeting
• Discuss do’s and don’ts of interviews
• Share feedback and experiences from interviews
• Review possible interview questions and answers
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #12: Mock Interview
• Review action items from last meeting
• Conduct a mock interview session
• Practise how to answer a question about salary
• Provide feedback on mock interview
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Roadmap Month Three
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Roadmap Month Four:

Workplace Culture and Closure
Meeting #13: Workplace Culture
• Review action items from last meeting
• Compare how workplace culture may be the same and different from mentee’s home country
• Consider professional norms of Calgary business culture
• Discuss industry-specific culture of your workplace
• Examine the concept of teamwork in the workplace
• Discuss workplace norms
• Brainstorm “what if” scenarios that people face in the workplace and ways of dealing with them
• Discuss workplace conflict management
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #14: Action Planning
• Review action items from last meeting
• Continue discussing workplace practices; recommend articles
• Ask mentee to draft an action plan for the next two months
• Continue reviewing job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #15: Action Planning (Continued)
• Review action items from last meeting
• Have mentee share plan of action for the next two months; discuss potential barriers
• Discuss the importance of ongoing career planning beyond the mentoring partnership (e.g. 3-year and 5-year
plans)
• Continue review of job search activities
• Set next meeting date and location

Meeting #16: Your Last Meeting
Closures are important moments in our lives: take the time to acknowledge and celebrate your journey together.
• Review your work of the last few months. What was your most memorable experience and why? What have each
of you learned?
• Talk a bit about the future. What will your next steps be? Do you have any parting words of advice?
• Thank each other and acknowledge your mentoring partner’s contribution.
Your last meeting is not the end of your involvement with CRIEC.
• Please be sure to complete the closing survey that will be sent to you electronically.
• Mentees have the option to stay in touch with CRIEC and get further support in their job search.
• You have the option to stay involved and volunteer to be matched again.
If you require any assistance with closure, contact CRIEC.

Roadmap Month Four
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Additional Activities You Can Do with Your Mentee
Thoroughly to
teach another is
the best way to
teach oneself.
- Tryon Edwards

• Direct your mentee to job posting sources.
• S hare your experience of those issues important to
employers.
• Invite your mentee to meetings, briefings or
training sessions in your workplace to observe and
learn from that environment.
• Introduce your mentee to colleagues.
• Invite your mentee to highlight his or her work.
• S eek your mentee’s opinion on a project, idea
or problem you face at work to get another
viewpoint.

• Share materials, reports, books or articles that
may be helpful to your mentee’s integration into
the Canadian workplace.
• Discuss industry and market trends.
• Encourage or sponsor your mentee to join relevant
professional associations.
• Discuss various organizations and how they might
differ.
• Explore job title implications – duties,
expectations, level of experience required, type
of qualifications required, where they fit in the
organizational structure.

Tip
Mentors teach through…
• Sharing • Modeling • Guiding • Advising • Supporting • Networking

Additional Activities You Can Do With Your Mentor
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Mentoring a Mentee Who Finds Work
If your mentee finds employment during your
partnership, congratulations! Please remind your
mentee to let the CRIEC team know. There can be
great value for your mentee in continuing your
partnership, but the focus of your mentoring will
change. To accommodate your mentee’s new work
schedule, you and your mentee may decide to
“meet” by phone or video conferencing instead
of in person. Remember, you are not expected to
be available evenings or weekends for mentoring
meetings. If your mentee is too busy with his or her
new job to continue mentoring, please inform the
CRIEC team that your partnership is to be closed.
If you choose to continue with your mentee, below
are some discussion topics you may find helpful.
• Asking questions at work:
a. D
 iscuss who to approach with questions (e.g.
who can help with different types of questions).
b. Share examples of what questions are
appropriate and inappropriate to ask at
work (e.g., it is okay to ask about someone’s
weekend or ask for help; it is not okay to ask
about someone’s salary or age).
c. W
 hat are appropriate “small talk”
conversations for talking to someone you don’t
know well?
d. A
 re you clear about expectations of
employees?
e. D
 iscuss how you could handle potential conflicts
at work.
• Probation period: While the legally mandated
probation period is three months, some companies
use a six-month probation period. You may discuss
what the probation period means for the new
employee and the company.
• Buddy system: Some workplaces assign another
employee as a “buddy” to help the new employee
get acquainted with the company. Your mentee
may want to ask his or her workplace if it has this
type of program. If it doesn’t, your mentee may
benefit from advice about how to approach this
topic with his or her supervisor.

Mentoring a Mentee Who Finds Work

•W
 orkplace culture: Compare how Calgary’s
business culture, the company’s culture and the
team’s or department’s culture may be similar and
different to each other.
• Punctuality and work hours:
a. Talk about the importance of punctuality in
Canadian culture.
b. Discuss expectations of working outside regular
work hours.
• P olicies and procedures: Discuss the importance of
workplace procedures and understanding who to
speak to with different questions (e.g. HR, IT, email
protocol, absences). You may wish to compare
your workplace’s procedures with your mentee’s
new workplace.
•D
 ress code: Discuss the workplace’s workplace’s
“official” and “informal” dress codes (e.g. every
day, casual Friday, Stampede).
•C
 elebrations and gifts: What is the culture for
celebrations (e.g. birthday celebrations) and gift
giving? Do employees in the team generally give
each other Christmas cards or gifts? What would
make an appropriate gift for a boss or colleague?
• Professional development:
a. Help your mentee understand what could be
available through his or her workplace.
b. Advise your mentee to look into internal
mentoring opportunities in the company.
c. Discuss the importance of reviewing career
plans on an ongoing basis.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Am I expected to find my mentee a job?

Do we always meet in person?

No. The purpose of the mentoring partnership is to
offer guidance to skilled immigrants and expose
them to professional networks. If you choose, you
can assist your mentee in
researching or pursuing
employment opportunities.

In-person contact is recommended, particularly
at the beginning of the partnership. Face to face
interactions help build the trust and respect with one
another that will allow both
of you to get the most from
your partnership. Occasional
telephone and online meetings
may take place once the
mentoring partnership is
established.

How long will I mentor
for? What is the time
commitment?

Coming together
is a beginning;
keeping together
is progress;
working together
is success.

Mentoring partnerships last
How are mentees
anywhere from 1 to 4 months
matched with mentors?
and usually consist of weekly
Will I be involved in that
meetings. You will meet with
process?
your mentee a minimum of
4 times to a maximum of 16
Matches are occupation- Henry Ford
weekly meetings of 1-1.5
specific, but other criteria
hours. You and your mentee
considered for compatibility
together will decide what
could include shared education
works best for your partnership. If you decide not to background and similar work experience.
meet in person every week, try to connect between
The matching process is completed by CRIEC’s
meetings by phone and email, and you may wish to
MentorMatch IT System based on compatible
schedule each meeting for a little longer.
National Occupational Classification and North

How are mentees recruited?
Applicants hear about mentoring from various
avenues, often from friends or family, or other
referring organizations or services around Calgary.
All applicants are screened and interviewed to
ensure they are job ready before being matched
with a mentor.

American Industry Classification System Codes. To
make sure it is an appropriate match, mentors are
given the opportunity to review the match.

Tip
Whether you stay in touch with your mentee is up to both of you. You may want to
maintain your relationship; however, there is no obligation to offer support after
your formal mentoring partnership is over.

Frequently Asked Questions
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What happens if I don’t get along with my
mentee?

What other supports are available to
mentors?

Not all people are compatible. In case of conflict
or difficulty, contact the CRIEC team. You and your
mentee will be asked to comment on the situation,
and action will be taken to rectify the problem. In
some cases, a new partnership may be required.
The partnership can be dissolved at any time at
the request of either party by contacting the CRIEC
team, who will schedule a closing interview.

Mentors have access to different events and sessions
offered from time to time. These could include
lunch and learns offered exclusively to mentors,
networking events, volunteering activities, panel
discussions or focus groups that help the CRIEC team
learn what is most relevant to mentors. Each of
these provide opportunities to meet other mentors
who can share ideas.

How do I evaluate my effectiveness?

What do I do when I don’t know what to
do?

Ask your mentee for feedback. Maintain an
ongoing dialogue on the progress the two of you
are making on the goals set out at the beginning.
Open communication is the key to building a strong
mentoring partnership.
In addition, self-assessment is a sure way to know
what you are offering to your mentee and what
you expect of yourself. The Mentor Self-Assessment
provided in your Orientation folder will help you
assess your strengths, challenges as a mentor and
areas of improvement you identify throughout the
mentoring experience. This is an avenue to improve
on future mentorships should you wish to re-engage,
and/or to enhance the process of honing coaching
and leadership skills.

Frequently Asked Questions

Contact the CRIEC team. The team is here to support
you at every step. Whether your questions are big
or small, it is always most helpful if you contact any
member of the team early. Contact the team about
any changes to your availability or employment
details, questions about mentoring, concerns with
your partnership, or anything else that may arise.

Tip
Regardless of when your last meeting
takes place, consider covering the
topics discussed in Meeting #16
of the Roadmap to close your
partnership.
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